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SUMMARY
Young cadastral surveyors in Japan had the 10th anniversary conference in this year. The expansion of YSN have been increasing in a few year and then integrated. In spite of FIG YSN, the quality of networks in any countries keep shining to our future. But improving the education of new surveyors have not built in 60 years after the war. There is no school and learned society for cadastral surveying in Japan. Nevertheless young surveyors need the licenses for surveying and resisting. They have some ways to get these on tests or certifications but they don’t get a training in the practice of business. Usually, they only study about geodetic, geology, civil engineering, photographic surveying, and business administration at a survey school by the OLD education system in a year or a few years. We need the improving the education system. One of role which cadastral surveyor have is updating the cadastre. Surveyor who is engage in registing need a license “land and house investigator” without registration officers. The test of cadastral surveyor only include the law for the system of registration. All young surveys should get the knowledge of LAS we need and think about the sustainable development. How to make the next? Young surveyors just do the best we believe. I’m going to show you how to build the YSN in Japan.